Wyoming Undergraduate Research and Inquiry Day Abstract Format

Registration is required by March 25, 2022. Abstracts should be saved as a Word document with your last name as the file name and uploaded to the registration page AT THE TIME YOU REGISTER. Pay close attention to the required format. Incorrectly formatted abstracts will be returned for revision.

Abstracts should use 12 point font. The heading should be centered and the abstract body should be fully justified. Abstracts should be no more than 250 words, not including the title information.

*Note, student names are underlined in order to determine the presenter(s) from the mentor.

Individual Presentation Abstract format below

Title (Bold)

Student Name with Faculty Mentor’s name
Department
Institution (UW or community college)
Type of presentation (Oral, poster, or both)

Supporting Program (Honors, INBRE, Department, etc)  Student Hometown, State

Body of Abstract

Group Presentation Abstract format below

Title (Bold)

Student Name, Student Name, Student Name
Faculty Mentor’s name Department
Institution (UW or community college) Type of presentation (Oral, poster, or both)

Supporting Program (Honors, INBRE, Department, etc)  Student #1 Hometown, State
Student #2 Hometown, State
Student #3 Hometown, State

Body of Abstract